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Hand-Me-Downing
There's an age after eight, but before twelve, when you start to feel pangs of being
a teenager, but the world refuses to acknowledge you are one. Some get an existential
attitude. Some get rebellion. Some get pimples. Lillian got insomnia. At night, when she
was bored of lip syncing songs and not yet ready to force herself into dreams, she
followed the cracks in her ceiling and pretended they were maps leading to a different
world with free cotton candy and no science class. Or she pretended they were star charts
seen by a little girl on another planet in another universe. Sometimes she pretended they
were a dying person's veins and it was her job to find the flaw that would cure the
disease.
Lillian suspected her life was far too simple to have begun.
She tried to grow out of the pretending phase. She was ready for the fifth grade
Valentine's dance and basketball try-outs and holding Jason Spalding's hand. Then, one
night before her 9PM bedtime she ate Froot Loops and watched a talk show on TV. A
man who had begun smoking when he was only fourteen years old decided to quit when
he was fifty. He just decided, and he did it. He quit. This man was a role model. "This is
the last night I do it," she thought, "then tomorrow I'll hold Jason Spalding's hand. I
swear it."
That night, she lay in bed and stared at the ceiling. She pretended the different
world. The star charts. The dying person. Closed her eyes and forced her dreams.
It was this Forcing, this intentional Forcing, that woke Rebecca up.
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Lillian heard the footsteps before they began - this was when she was still very
aware of things.
Rebecca ran into her sister's room, her pink and white striped night gown bright
against the glow of the hallway nightlight that never seemed to die. The words "Disney
Princess" across the chest faded from years of washing and hand-me-downing: "
P

is y

ess."
She stood at the foot of Lillian's twin-sized bed. The smell of spilt apple juice and

play doh her perfume. Her bare feet marched up and down on the cold, hardwood floor.
"Lily-en, dere's a brawny-a-soar-us out dere!"
Lillian was angry. Everything was ruined.
"What are you talking about, Bee?"
Rebecca pulled on Lillian's arm.
"Come. Comewime."
They stumbled across the hall to Rebecca's room, careful not to wake the
grownups by stepping on a singing toy. There were certain things that could not be
explained
Rebecca pulled Lillian to her window. The cool air seeped in through the cracks
with that crisp, white smell. And Lillian remembered to shiver.
"See! See?" Rebecca pointed. "A brawny-a-soar-us!"
Lillian looked out. There, in the trees that surrounded the rusting swing set, was a
huge monster. A vast, black, shadowy shape, bigger than anything Lillian had ever
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imagined. Bigger than a city bus or a whale or the Statue of Liberty. It had a long,
flowing, neck that bent down against the bare branches in the shape of an upside down U.
"Doyu see?" Rebecca scratched at Lillian's arm, still pointing with her other hand,
her finger mashed up against the cold glass. Lillian realized her breath was fogging up the
window and she wiped it away with her sleeve.
"It's not a 'brawny-a-soar-us,' Bee, it's 'bront-o-saur-us. "'
Rebecca jumped up and down. "Doyu see?" Her whispers rose into a normal
voice, and Lillian looked towards their parents' room. She imagined their parents shifting
in their bed at the intrusion of sound.
That was when Lillian decided to quit. She just decided - and she did it.
"Brontosauruses are extinct, Bee. They aren't real anymore. And it's really late, so
we have to get you to bed." She pushed against Rebecca's small shoulders as she said
this, guiding her. Rebecca pushed all her weight back towards the window, but she wasn't
strong enough. There was nothing she could do.
Lillian pulled the comforter to her sister's chin, gave her Jack, the stuffed rabbit,
and tucked the covers under her shoulders, then her stomach, and then her feet.
"There. You're mummified."
Lillian lay down next to Rebecca. They both looked up at the ceiling. Rebecca's
breathing slowed, but her body was too stiff to be asleep. Lillian thought of Jason
Spalding's hand.
"You know, Bee, I've got a trick for you to do if you ever see the Brontosaurus
again."
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Rebecca was silent, but her breaths quickened.
"Look up at your ceiling." Lillian pointed. "See those cracks?"
Rebecca nodded.
"You just follow them, okay? Until you see stuff in them . It'll help you get back
to sleep and forget about it, okay?"
Rebecca nodded and stared upwards. Lillian leaned over and kissed her cheek and
headed towards the hallway. She looked out the window one last time; the Brontosaurus
turned and looked back. Its long neck curved down and around a tree branch. Then it
walked on.
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Summer, 1996
She remembers the summer of 1996. It was something her aunts and mother
whispered about in the kitchen. They waited until their hands were white with flour so
crying wouldn't be an option. One afternoon, when death lingered, her grandfather called
her to his room. "I fought in the war," he said, and she watched the lines on the monitor
move up and down. "I killed innocent men, but I did it for our freedom." He is a machine,
she thought, he must have wires instead of veins. "I want you to know your grandfather
was a hero." His hands shook and his breaths were short and sharp. Why won't he die,
she thought, why won't he shut up? Suddenly the beep happened, the line straightened,
and the women ran in and pushed her aside. How strange, she thought, how strange that
I'm not even sad. Perhaps she had already known to be sad and that is why she wasn't.
Her mother cried, the flour fell in stringy lumps to the floor. "What were his last words?"
She couldn't answer. She stood there and stared ahead, thought about how strange it all
was - thought about his body in a casket at a ceremony - thought about what it all meant.
"Nothing," she said, "he didn't say nothing." And no one corrected her grammar.
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MilkAisle, Ten Years Later
According to the Court, they were sisters every Wednesday. In the backseat of
their mother's car - an old station wagon about to give up - they'd sit in the back-back,
link pinkies and watch the world go by in reverse. The days of Smucker's Cherry lip
balm and paper cranes folded crooked from the unpredictable curves of the back roads.

Now, when they meet in Food Lion, it's like how it used to be on Thursdays. The
day after unity. The air heavy with glares of church goers looking for fresh gossip to
replace the outdated teenage pregnancies and graffiti on Church Street. It's cold and
distant like a plastic bag floating in the breeze, too fast and determined to be caught. And
they remember when the links were broken - when she became Her Fathers Daughter:
materialistic, ungrateful, and blonde. It had to have been a Wednesday. Dinner time.
Campbell's Tomato Soup and A
merican-Cheese-Grilled-Cheese on stale Dixie Bread. Suddenly, she wanted sharp
cheddar on rye (too good for American), and they became sisters every other
Thanksgiving until she was old enough to decide she wanted to forget.

They nod. Her, Horizon Organic. Her, Generic 2%. And they push past.
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I Spy With My Little Eye...
Isabella ran a palm through the maple syrup and spread her fingers open and
closed.
"Daddy! Spider webs!"
Patrick looked at the dried syrup strands weaving between her fingers and
cringed. He stood up and gathered the dishes.
"Did you have any dreams last night, Izzy?" Patrick asked from the kitchen sink
as he rinsed the plastic silverware and red solo cups.
"I hada dream Grampa died," Isabella said and licked her fingers.
Patrick dropped a Chinet plate to the floor and it fell face first to conceal a syrupy,
chocolatey mess. He looked at Isabella as he bent down to pick it up.
"He was alive, and den died. His eyes were like dis." Isabella opened her eyes
wide and looked as far up to the ceiling as she could, her pupils half moons against her
wrinkled forehead.
"Which Grampa was it, Izzy? The one you see when we eat turkey and mashed
potatoes, or the one you see when we have Santa Claus?" Patrick wrung his hands as he
stood to get a dish rag from the counter.
"The turkey one," Isabella said and hopped down from her seat to go play in her
room. He heard the familiar door slam and Wiggles CD start from track eight, which
played on repeat: Romp-bomp-a-chomp, romp-bomp-a-chomp, romp-bomp-a-chomp,
Dorothy the Dinosaur.
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That's when Patrick remembered to breathe.
"I can't just ignore this." Isabella had a way of knowing things before they
happened, but they were usually simple things that involved the weather or which
household appliance would break next.
He grabbed his cellphone and dialed the preschool, spread raspberry jam and
peanut butter on almost-stale Dixie bread, and tried to come up with an excuse about a
forgotten doctor's note or a fever over 101. He settled on the fever, packed up the old
Honda civic, and allowed Isabella to dress herself: polka dot skirt, Barbie faux-leather
jacket, and yellow rain boots.
Patrick's hometown was three hours away. Three Wiggles CDs, two McDonald's
pit stops, and eighteen games of I-Spy. Patrick remembered the long drives from his
mountainous neighborhood to the Outer Banks when he was younger. His dad had always
been the master ofl-Spy. He was always sure his dad had cheated, but when Patrick gave
up, his dad pointed to the mystery object right there in plain sight. "Gotcha!" he'd say,
and Patrick would try to trick him in return, but never could. Patrick's dad was the kind
of guy who'd be able to handle being a single father. He wouldn't burn chicken nuggets
or mess up a pile of sheets supposed to be an underground fortress. He wouldn't fantasize
about taking the Wiggles CD and microwaving it while his daughter slept. He would be
able to trick her in I-Spy.
They pulled up to the house - the tree house Patrick's father built him was visible
from the driveway, complete with the slide Patrick had insisted on instead of a ladder.
"But how will people get up there, Pat?" his father had asked him. "I don't want nobody
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in my fort that can't climb up a slide," six-year-old Patrick said - and that was how it was.
Last Thanksgiving, Isabella requested the slide change colors, and Thanksgiving morning
when they all woke up, the slide was painted Disney Princess Hot Pink. Patrick's father
winked as he stooped to Isabella's eye level and said, "I have a suspicion the slide-fairy
came." Patrick's mother sighed and maneuvered around the kitchen, readying lunch.
"That explains that bumpin' I heard 'round last night." But she smiled while she said it.
It hadn't even been a year yet, but the slide wasn't so hot pink anymore. Patrick
tried to distract Isabella as he led her to the front door. They rang the door bell and
waited. "Now who on earth," Patrick's mother said, and they listened to the shuffling.
She opened the door and Isabella ran inside before Patrick had time to explain.
"Grampa, you're alive!" Isabella said, and Patrick saw her jump on her
grandfather's lap and jostle a full coffee cup. The hot liquid spilt onto his thigh and he
yelped and jumped up, causing Isabella to fall to the floor. Her small body curled into
fetal position.
"Jesus Christ!" Patrick's father grabbed a nearby blanket and dabbed at the stain
on his pants. Patrick hurried to his daughter as his mother hesitantly shut the door behind
him.
"Let's tum some light on in here," she said, "Your Grandpa was just settlin' down
for a nap." She turned on the lights and Patrick noticed the infomercial his father was
watching on TV: Shablam! Carpet Cleaner.
"What the hell are ya'll doin' here?" Patrick's father said as he sat back in his
chair. Isabella backed away towards her father.
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"I hada dream bout --" Isabella started, but Patrick cut her off.
"Just visiting, that's all. Seeing how you are," Patrick reached in his pocket for a
juice box and handed it to Isabella.
"I'm gonna go get some pretzels. You must be hungry." Patrick's mother
wandered into the kitchen.
"Coulda just called, you know? Thanksgiving's only a month away," Patrick's
father said, his eyes on the TV. The infomercial man poured a glass of red wine on white
carpet. Cleans up any stain, anywhere, any time!
"I, uh, I didn't think about that," Patrick said as Isabella rolled off the chair and
scooted on her behind towards him.
Patrick's mother brought out a bowl of pretzels and put it on the coffee table.
Patrick and Isabella just stared at them. Isabella hated pretzels. So did Patrick.
"Actually, um, we should probably go soon. School night." Patrick picked up
Isabella and headed towards the door. He saw her spot the not-so-hot-pink slide in the
backyard through the window in the kitchen. Her eyes started to fill up with tears.
"Grampa, Grampa, my fairy slide is ugly!" She stumbled to her grandfather,
whose eyes were still intent on the carpet cleaning commercial. He looked at her for a
moment and nudged her shoulder like she was an old friend.
"Oh come on, you're too old to believe that anymore. There ain't no slide fairy,"
he said and looked back towards the TV, "See ya'll at Thanksgiving. Call next time,
would ya?"
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Patrick's mother emerged again from the kitchen carrying a plastic bag. She filled
it with pretzels and handed it to Patrick. "For the road."
They left and headed home. Isabella sniffled in the back seat. The pretzels lay
discarded on the floor board next to old McDonald's bags that were beginning to smell.
Patrick adjusted the rear view mirror and looked back at his daughter. "Your
Grampa is a good man, Izzy. A creative man." He swallowed and focused on the road
ahead. "He used to be a master at I-Spy. He always tricked me. Always."
"How?" Isabella asked between sniffles.
"You want me to to show you?" Patrick looked in the rear view mirror and saw
Isabella nod up and down. "Okay. I spy with my little eye something... brown." He saw
Isabella look around the backseat.
"The mud on my boots?"
Patrick shook his head. "Nope."
"Your shirt?"
"No."
"Dirt outside?"
"Nope."
Patrick watched Isabella look around the car for anything brown. "You give up?"
"No, Daddy, No!"
Patrick smiled.
"Your socks!"
"Nope."
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"I give up!" He saw her throw her hands in the air.
"These gross, gross, disgusting pretzels!"
Isabella laughed. Patrick made disgusted faces. He stuck his tongue out and
gagged. He opened the bag and licked a pretzel and pretended to throw up. Isabella kept
laughing until she was gasping for breath. Then he rolled down the window and emptied
the bag. The pretzels bounced down the road, some of them hitting the window next to
Isabella. She laughed and laughed, and Patrick laughed too.
"Bye, bye, gross, gross, disgusting pretzels!" Patrick said out the window. The
cool air hit his face and dried out his lips.
"Bye!" Isabella waved.
And they headed home.
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When We Were Edgy
We put an ad on Craigslist despite the recent murders. We were edgy like that.
"Come play with our kid! Pay negotiable."
"God, that sounds horrible," he said, but he pushed the submit button anyway.
Two days passed and we only got five emails: Four of them majored in Early
Childhood Education and used more than three smiley faces, and one majored in
Psychology and Philosophy for the sole reason that they both started with the letter "P".
We called her "P-Queen," and her interview was on a Sunday afternoon.

***
We heard a series of knocks on the front door.
"That must be her," I said, setting aside a pile of folded clothes and heading to the
door.
Before I could get there, however, Solomon reached his sticky hands to the
doorknob.
The door opened and Solomon didn't miss a beat. "Doya like outer space?" He
wiped his popsicle hands on his jean coveralls.
"W hy yes, I do. Hey, have you ever been to Mars?" P-Queen said as she bent
down to Solomon's level. She wore a neon orange jacket and ripped jeans and smelled
like cinnamon sticks and cigars.
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When she rose up to my level, her blue eyes darted back and forth as if she were
searching for something. "Do you mind if we just go play?" She resisted against
Solomon's tugging on her arm. "I mean, that would be my job description, right?"
"Oh, yes, of course." I reached out to shake her hand, but she was already being
pulled beyond my reach.
Within thirty minutes, our upstairs was converted into the Milky Way. Every sheet
and blanket that wasn't too heavy for clothespins turned into a city of tunnels and flaps
and slides that only a four-year-old or P-Queen could understand.
"Remember being able to do that?" I asked my husband as he concentrated on his
computer game and kicked his feet onto the coffee table, knocking an empty juice cup
onto the floor. The Beatle's "Best-Of' album played from outer-space.
Before he could answer me, we were interrupted by the thuds of a toddler
stumbling downstairs.
"Daddy!" Solomon said between gasps. "Daddy, are dere summerines in Mars?"
"You better believe it!" My husband said as he scooped up a squealing Solomon
and put him into a discarded laundry basket. "Beep. Beep. Beep. Attention: First
submarine reporting to base. I repeat, submarine reporting to base." His voice faded into
the distance as they disappeared upstairs.
P-Queen collapsed onto the couch, and I found myself searching for small talk
topics. What was it I talked to my colleagues about? The weather? Jennifer Aniston? Sex?
"You're great with kids. Do you have any brothers or sisters?" I focused on
folding one of Solomon's t-shirts, but I couldn't quite get the folds even.
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"No. I love kids, though. I just wouldn't want any of my own." She flipped
through a board book that had been left on the couch. "I mean, I'm not sure ifl'll ever be
h appy with myself, let alone my own kid."
"I see." I unfolded the t-shirt and tried again.
"But I think it's great, you know, that you are happy and you can devote all your
time to your family. I just don't think I could do that. Do you want me to fold that for
you?" She reached out for the t-shirt.
"No - I've got it. Listen, I think this is enough of the interview today. Solly needs
his nap. We will email you later about our decision." I stood up to walk her to the door.
"I'm sorry. I hope I didn't say anything to offend you." Her pace quickened with
mine.
"No, you didn't. We'll be in touch." I tried to force a smile as I closed the door
and breathed a sigh of relief.
"Hey, why is P-Queen leaving?" my husband said from upstairs.
"I just don't think it's a good fit, honey. She said some things and I don't what us
- I don't want Solomon to be around her. I think maybe we should email one of the
applicants who majored in Early Childhood Education." I sat back down to finish folding
the laundry. The stubborn t-shirt starred back at me.
"Oh okay. Well, maybe we should put an ad up at the library. Craigslist has some
freaks on there." My husband and Solomon appeared downstairs wearing their NASA
costumes from last Halloween.
"Good idea," I said, "Craigslist is kind of scary.
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Small, Possible Things
At restaurants, we brought our own paper and crayons. Five crayons for five kids,
chosen from a bigger box of hundreds before we piled into our outdated mini-van. My
mother never thought about colors or their importance. She thought in experiences.
Which was why we had yellow, orange, yellow-orange, green, and white. "Draw me
some imaginary things, Anna," she said and chewed the lentil wafers the waitress brought
us. For a moment, I wished she would choke. Not enough so that she would die, but
enough so that she would be scared. "It's a stupid white crayon that draws stupid
invisibleness," I said. And my mother told me I was angry and needed to go to the
bathroom to Think About Things.
I walked through a long corridor and down an uneven staircase. Wrinkled
landscape photographs led the way: waterfalls, beaches, and boardwalks. All with water
too blue. A large mirror reflected the walls. Big, white walls. There was one toilet closed
off by a door, which was shut, and there was a waiting bench in the comer with a girl on
it. Another large mirror hung above her. Probably to make the room look bigger, but there
was nothing to reflect but endless white walls. The girl must have been fourteen or
fifteen, just a few years older than me. I sat next to her, angry and unimportant. The
insistent white crayon stuck out of the pocket of my sundress and the air was heavy with
musty bathroom smells. Clorox and urine and cheap, fresh-laundry-smelling air
fresheners. "You know what that's for?" the girl said. She looked at the crayon. I blew air
in her direction and rolled my eyes. "It's for drawing nothingness," I said,
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"literally." We heard the flush of the toilet and the sound of running water. I went through
the motions in my head: pump the soap, rub it around, look at yourself in the mirror. The
girl leaned into me, her breath darkened with tamarind chutney, and said, "Sometimes it's
for seeing things that aren't there." The door opened and a plump man stepped out,
followed by the scent of processed Indian food. He hurried up the stairs without making
eye contact.
The girl went into the bathroom, and I looked at the crayon. Small and possible. I
pulled it from my pocket and stood on the bench facing the wall. On my tip toes I drew.
A tall rectangle with a circle in the comer: A door. I leaned back and examined it. It
wasn't there, but it was. I heard the flush of the toilet. The water running. The soap
pumping. The hands rubbing. The mirror looking. The door opened, and for a moment, I
wasn't sure which. We both stood there, the girl and me, and stared at the invisible door
with the doorknob in the comer until someone upstairs dropped something breakable and
it shattered across the floor above us. "Do you see it?" I said, and I watched her reflection
in the mirror nod up and down to the rhythm of broken glass being swept away.
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The Martins
Tires screeched outside my office window. I grabbed my purse and rushed to the
car where my husband waited and tapped the steering wheel. We exchanged nervous
glances as he drove off and headed to the elementary school. This routine seemed all too
familiar.
"What did they say on the phone?" His eyes lingered on my face as I opened the
visor mirror and began applying lipstick.
"They just said to come to the school right away. Maybe he's sick." I scraped
excess lipstick off with my fingernail.
"What if he is not sick, Julia? What if they found out?" He turned into the school
parking lot.
"Then I guess we'll just have to deal with it." I sighed.
We began the long walk to the principal's office, my high heels giving noise to the
silence. I glanced in a classroom window at a roomful of confused glares directed
towards me. I looked down and kept walking.
The receptionist led us to the principal 's office. I could see our son sitting there,
his fingers intertwined. His feet swung back and forth. He looked straight ahead at the
principal, who stared back with a look of determination. I knew that look. The principal
broke his gaze and motioned for us to come in.
"Mr. and Mrs. Martin." He rose to greet us. "I know we met last week when you
first brought Jacob to our school, but I feel we did not get to talk enough." He smiled.
We sat down next to Jacob and his swinging feet.
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"Now, I'm confident you have some idea as to why I called you here today. I
know in our initial meeting you informed us that Jacob is considered a gifted child. I
want to stress that we welcome gifted children here." He shifted his eyes to Jacob.
"Provided they are not a disturbance in the classroom."
Jacob did not falter - just kept swinging his feet and staring forward. Jacob never
falters.
"There was an incident in Miss Walsh's class this morning we could not let slide."
The principal sorted through a stack of papers. "It says here in the incident report that
Miss Walsh asked the class to provide a definition of the Big Bang Theory. I must point
out that this is, in fact, an item covered in the fourth grade, and so it was a completely
relevant question." He looked up at us now.
I reached over to grab my husband's hand but he pulled away.
"Jacob's response to this question was, and I quote, 'There is no such thing as the
Big Bang theory because of the lack of carbon that would have been present after the
explosion of supposed supernovas... ' At this point, Miss Walsh asked Jacob to rephrase
his question or have another student answer. Jacob then proceeded to shout over and over
again, and I quote, 'Everything is a lie. Everything is a lie. Nothing is all that matters.'
Jacob did not cease shouting until a school official was called to intervene." The principal
stared at Jacob, probably trying to provoke some form of regret. He was met with
nothing. He sighed and looked back at us.
"I know Jacob has only been with us for a week, but I am going to have to suggest
his withdrawal from the school. We cannot tolerate such behavior. Our parents pay too
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much money to have their children in such an environment. I know you have tried public
schools without success, but I would recommend ..."
"Sir, we understand. We're sorry." I cut him off. I already knew his speech.
We stood up and headed towards the door. The principal remained in his seat and
shuffled more papers.
Our walk to the car was practiced and exact. Jacob was silent and unshaken. I
fought back tears. My husband clinched his jaw. I tried to think of positive things to say
in the car. Positive is always better than negative.
"Well, I hear they have a crappy football team anyway." I forced out a laugh.
"Stop it!" My husband slammed his fist against the steering wheel. "Stop trying to
make this all better. It doesn't even matter! It's not even worth trying! Nothing matters
anymore! Can't you see that?!" He had a void in his eyes I had never seen before.
From the backseat Jacob whispered, "That's what I've been trying to tell you."
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A Different Kind of Monday, Or What They Say About Women in Their Thirties
"I'm afraid the human race is impaired."
Does it matter which one ofus said this?
It was in a coffee shop in a town roughly halfan hour from all ofour homes. On a
map, the locations formed a triangle. We all kept up our ends ofthe bargain. Every
Monday at four in the afternoon we met there, ordered coffee, and complained about our
husbands and ungrateful children. This Monday, however, we considered the world. It
was a different kind ofMonday.
"I suspect it is morn a loss ofreality than anything else."
Together, we could have hap-chanced into the role ofGod, but some ofus were
Atheists, so that was impossible. We could have blamed NBC News for our change in
thinking. Or one ofour kid's History projects. Or the new John Grisham. But we didn't.
"I'd call it mass hysteria. Perhaps psychosis. Either way."
Either way, it was the moment that started a more impacted evolution. We all
ordered lattes. The barista asked us what temperature we preferred; it seemed so
unnecessary, but it fit.
We sat down in our usual spot, next to the bay window but, suddenly, the sun
outside seemed mundane. Either that, or out-of-this-world. We couldn't decide.
"Do you ever get the feeling nothing matters?"
Words stopped making sense. It was like all we knew Russian, but we didn't
know it at the same time.
"I feel equal to the chair I'm sitting on - do you?"
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They say women in their late thirties sometimes go through a brain spurt. Like a
growth spurt, but different.
"Do you think this is how Carly Newton felt? Remember her?"
We all remembered her. Carly never spoke in high school. She wore all black and
everyone was concerned she would kill herself until she didn't and we graduated and
stopped being concerned. Like the ability to kill yourself stopped the moment you got a
high school diploma.
"So really, what's the point of it all?"
It doesn't matter which one of us said this. Or said anything.
The barista delivered our coffees. Two hundred and five degrees.
"Carly Newton never showed up to the high school reunion. Did you all notice
that?"
We sipped from the mugs, our glasses steamed over, and we looked at the ripples
the brown liquid formed when we blew on it. Like nothing had changed, but it had. We
were suddenly all aware of what it felt like to pretend. All of our childhood games of
House and Floor Lava seemed so real compared to what this pretending felt like.
"To be honest, I didn't even really notice. I was too busy chasing after my
husband who still has eyes for Mary Harper. Can you believe it? Ridiculous."
"Men!" I said - like I meant it - whatever that means.
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It Felt Right to Laugh, But We Did
Lily wasn't really what you would call a best friend, but she was friend enough to
give me a graduation present: a set of directions on a piece of notebook paper ripped at
the edges. The wide-ruled lines more of a backdrop than a guide. "But where do I start?"
I asked her. It was raining outside. A graduation cookout. Everyone huddled under the
rented tent and ate undercooked Oscar Meyer hot dogs and talked about everything but
what was happening. "Just wherever," she said and held her tongue out to catch
raindrops. I grabbed her hand and we ran, snuck into my dad's beat-up Jeep. The floor
boards vibrated so much we were numb through our calves. And I started where it felt
right to start: behind the lake across from the Baptist church that all the black people
went . Left, Left, Right, Right, Left, Eight miles. The gravel hit the sides of the Jeep hard
and unforgiving. The numbness jolted our hips. It felt right to laugh, but we didn't.
Eight miles.
I slammed on the brakes.
"Get out," I said.
And so we did. To search for meaning, we decided, but there was only a ditch and
rocks. Even the dirt was only dirt, not mud - not something we could jump into as
evidence of our rebellion. Our last moment of childhood. But there was a silence there,
and for a second I thought maybe something would appear like God or a bear or a
helicopter. Something to push the silence away and make it mean something, but nothing
happened.
We began the walk back to the Jeep. Drove back on the roads, defeated.
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"It's so weird," I said, "I know these roads without even thinking about it."
She said nothing. Trees flew by on our sides and over our heads. I used to call
them tree tunnels.
"You wanna do it again? Just for the hell of it?" I wanted this to mean something.
Anything. It had to.
She nodded and rolled down her window. She stuck an arm out and rode the
waves of the wind.
I started again; this time from the main road that lead to the nearest town. Left,
Left, Right, Right, Left, Eight miles. The roads were smooth, almost coddling us, and
feeling returned in our legs. She rolled the window back up.
Eight miles.
I slammed on the brakes.
Nifty Car Wash Express stared back at us.
And so I drove to the automatic machine, the screen so battered by weather and
vandalism I couldn't see the prices.
"Just put five dollars in," Lily said. She handed me a wrinkled five dollar bill,
wanting this to mean something just as much as I did.
I slid the bill into the slot and we watched the fake stop light tum green. The whir
of the water jolted as if it wasn't quite sure it knew how to be a car wash. The nozzles of
lime-green cleaner sprayed the Jeep.
"It looks like a water color painting," Lily said. And we stared as a hot-pink
mixture covered the green.
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The Jeep shook as water sprayed its belly. We listened to the nozzles maneuver
around inside the machine, searching for more cleaning solution.
"I'm sorry this didn't mean anything." I don't know why I felt responsible, but I
was the driver. It was my party. All Lily had done was give me a gift I had failed to use.
Suddenly my mouth felt dry and tasted - like cotton.
She shrugged and propped her feet on the dash. The machines sprinkled a thin
layer of water droplets over the top of us. "Maybe nothing means something," she said.
"Yeah." I shifted the Jeep back into gear and waited for the fake stop light to tum
green again. The industrial dryer lowered.
"It says something," Lily said, and sat up straight. She leaned forward and
squinted. Spray painted in neon orange in rushed and tiny writing, it read, "IN BED."
"In bed," I said. "Wait. What?"
Lily grabbed her stomach and laughed. Her eyes filled with tears.
"Wait. I don't get it!"
"In," Lily said as she gasped for breath, "bed."
"In bed," I repeated. The dryer slid back into the machinery and the fake stop light
turned green, but I didn't move.
"You put it after something you say. In bed. Like, 'maybe nothing means
something.. .in bed."' Lily was crying now, her face and neck red and splotchy.
"Oh!" I could feel the laughter. "Like, 'I'm sorry this didn't mean anything .. .in
bed."'
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We both grabbed onto each other and laughed. I forgot for a moment that my foot
was on the brake. The Jeep lurched forward, but I caught it in time, slammed on the
brakes, and we crashed into the dashboard.
"It looks like a water color painting," Lily said between gasps.
"In bed!" I was doubled over now, tears fell down my cheeks. I could taste the salt
there, warm and familiar.
The fake stop light started flashing green at us. A loud buzzer filled the car wash,
urging us to move forward. But we stayed. I'm not sure who started screaming first, but
we did, the buzzer competing against us. Laughter and screaming and buzzing.
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You've Gotta Eat Around the Worm Holes
She said as she held out a pear, its face bumped and worn from a short life of
growing and falling. This pear was "au-natural" she said: it held the history of all who
had ever touched it. This included the ground, a deer not yet startled by a tractor, half a
dozen worms, this woman, and me. I took it. Walked to my job in a windowless office
and talked to people with no names. The pear all the while molded to my palm; my
fingers found their rightful places among the caved-in bruises and rough, unwashed skin.
Like two old people spooning, I thought. The first bite was unforgiving. I had once had
an Asian pear from a Whole Foods. It was smooth and carefully crafted by a man
somewhere in, I guess, Asia. This pear was different. Harsh. I remembered the worm
holes and sat down in a stiff lounge chair to concentrate. Each bite calculated. Half of my
face squashed into the flesh. The smell of dirt and autumn lingered there in my mouth.
For a moment, I wished I had a beard to absorb it all, but the only hair I had hung against
my shoulders - limp and useless until this moment. My mother would have cringed at the
"stickiness" of what I was thinking, and so I did it - rubbed the half-mauled pear over my
hair. Scratched it along my skull. When it was done, I held it in front of me, as far away
as possible. Its face stared back; little islands of worm holes protruded upwards protected and permanent.
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Natural Selection
Half-way down the Guanacaste peninsula in Costa Rica lies a town that can only
be accessed through swimming. Through miles of brush and jungle confusion, over
swaying bridges two feet wide, two travelers once waded in waist-deep waters, their
suitcases abandoned behind a tree full of howling monkeys. A single zip-lock bag of
necessities held over their heads, they treaded there, and it seemed right to them to stay,
drink beer at the local bar until ten at night when the entire twenty-five town members
ventured to the Pacific to Tend the Turtles.
It was arribada. Hundreds of Olive Ridleys came to shore to nest. That hopeful
sound of methodical digging was the town's Silence. Children could see in the dark here:
they'd jump from turtle to turtle, cautious, but determined in their decision to help the
injured mothers with ripped legs not suited for digging. Only the children did this. The
Children Know the Turtle Troubles, the elders of the town said as they watched on pulled
smoke into their lungs from the communal pipe they offered to the travelers. And the
travelers took it, sat down and watched. It went on like this. Through five droughts and
four floods. And then He came.
He came with waist-high rubber pants and water-proof briefcases filled with flash
drives of information. When he arrived, it was Beer Time. The children napped to prepare
for their work ahead, and the adults all sat at the Grand Table. They were teaching the
travelers things. It seemed the travelers were there to stay. Already they had gone from
sleeping on brush from the beach to creating a shelter under the palm trees across from
the bar. The elders showed them how to make their shelter stronger. How to predict where
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the heat would be most unbearable. The travelers' broken Spanish sounded like awkward
jazz, but the elders were patient and able to pick out the rhythm. Together, they
improvised something new. The presence of Him, though, was something they did not
expect, and the rhythm was disrupted before He was even seen. The air shifted, the
children awoke, and the salty smell of the ocean mixed with rotting coconuts and
something foreign. America, the travelers said. It smell� like America. For they knew the
smell of their past.
"Greetings!" He said and unzipped his rubber pants and revealed clean trousers
beneath. "Hola!" He said and headed towards them. The briefcase in his left hand was
industrial yellow and indestructible. He held out his right hand to one of the travelers, but
was met with nothing but determination.
"I come from a University in San Jose." He paused at "San Jose" and looked at
one of the elders. The elder took a long drink from his beer.
He was a scientist interested in the dying Olive Ridley. He thought he could save
them if only he had a little information. The measurements of their shells, the depth of
their nests, the number of baby turtles eaten by wild dogs and sea gulls.
"Everything in the name of science," he said, "Natural selection and research." He
opened his briefcase and gave them brochures with pie charts and Olive Ridley pictures.
He told them their town could go down in history. Remembered forever for
Saving the Turtles. He'd write about it in his report, send it back to America, and it would
be published somewhere. Somewhere Important.
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"What do you say?" He looked at the townspeople who looked at the brochures
and the travelers who looked at the Pacific.
There comes a point in a true traveller's life where Home is just a collage of
moments and not a place. Moments make up a person who needs to not befrom anywhere
but a part ofsomething.
Realizing it was time to Tend the Turtles, the children looked at the elders.
Tonight was the last night ofthe hatching. Soon, the baby turtles would climb up to the
surface and make their way to the rushing waves. That slow, precise crawl from land to
sea. The walk of remembering. The entire town would hold back the dogs and scare away
the sea gulls looking for a juicy bite. For hours and hours it would go on like this.
"Hey man, there ain't no turtles," one ofthe travelers said. "I mean, that's why we
came here, to see them, but we were here for about a week or so and nothing happened."
The scientist looked at them all. The townspeople and the travelers could hear the
digging.
The other traveller put down his beer and started walking towards the jungle.
"Yeah, we know a town where there are tons of turtles. Perfect place for research. We'll
show you."
The scientist packed up his briefcase and tried to sneak a look at the Pacific to see
ifthe travelers spoke the truth, but the townspeople crowded out his view.
"We better get going, though, tonight's the last night oflaying eggs. Tomorrow
morning we'll be able to see all of them hatch and you can get a lot ofresearch. Natural
selection. No human involvement. Just a blank beach. Perfect." The travelers helped the
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scientist pick up his things and zip up his rubber pants and they walked towards the
jungle, never once looking back.
The travelers heard, in the distance, the crying of one of the younger children. An
elder hushing her. And the digging of Olive Ridleys.
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Saying Goodbye When You Aren't Going Anywhere
You know it's bad when you can't even think of a metaphor for a sunrise, but that's the
place you and I were in.
The ferris wheel seemed an obvious choice, and if it weren't for the obscene technician
we may of made some progress in "us."
His whistles made silence impossible. "Go ahead and duck down, kids, ain't no one else
gonna come on this ride."
We found ways to dodge him, and he found ways to keep us on, going around and
around.
''Now there's a metaphor," you said. "Finally," I replied, but I knew two years ago, we
wouldn't of even needed to point out such things.
The technician's skin was brown, but not a given brown. An earned brown. He worked
more than we would ever work combined. We hated that about him.
"Just a little kiss. Come on, buddy, get in there." His laughter sounded like he gargled
whiskey every morning. Musty and deep, but genuine.
I wanted you to kiss me. I wanted you to turn this into something else, but you were
always the one who held us back.
The sun rose as we did: slow and methodical. A glowing reluctance - knowing it would
die. It still knows.
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Sorry for all these sins and those that I cannot remember

We sat in the backseat with linked pinkie fingers begging your mom to drive
faster, the Virgin Mary bobble-head nodding with the rise and fall of the gravel road. That
was until Confessional when you told the Priest of the time we lay in the dark under your
Great Grandmother's patch quilt, your parents drank white wine in the kitchen and
laughed, you turned to me and asked if I had a training bra and suddenly we learned what
our bodies could do. After that, you knew we were both going to hell, and you took my
religion along with my heart. I still dream about you on certain nights in April. You turn
around in your pew during Mass and slip me a note. "It feels good," it says, "to say it out
loud."
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The Line of Then and Now
A Novella
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Prologue
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The Dandelion Islands
The Gardner house was the last on Eighth Street. It had white siding aged ivory
by the sun, grass a bit higher than Second or First standards, and beautiful dandelions
sprinkled along the walkway to the front door. Julia Gardner always begged her husband
not to cut the dandelions, especially when their son, Benjamin, was younger. "You know
how he loves them, Eric!" Eric used to find this endearing, and he would tease her about
it, calling her the "Dandelion Spokesperson." He would cut the yard around the patches
of the flowering plant, creating islands Julia would soon run to with her gardening sheers,
cutting the few blades to match the freshly cut grassy waters around them. That was when
Benjamin was still living at home - or perhaps it happened a few years before he left. No
one could remember. After that, Eric just scoffed and replied, "They're weeds, Julia.
They're annoying, ugly weeds." His stone-faced scowl mocked her from his seated
mower as she cried through the kitchen window, watching the last dandelion island be
bulldozed away.
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Then
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----------------------------------------------------------Local School Girl Shines at State Science Competition
Julia Carlton, a sixth grader at Douglas Middle, was the
only representative from Douglas Township at last month's
New Jersey State Science Fair. Over three hundred students,
grades six through twelve, presented original research at
the fair. Carlton, sponsored by Christine Bristol,
presented her project on well water benefits. Inspired by
Douglas's quest to keep well water the main water source on
residential streets, Carlton tested our own wells and the
water of neighboring townships. The results produced a
third place ribbon, making Carlton the first ever sixth
grader to place in the fair. Bristol, Carlton's science
teacher, says that "Julia will go far if she keeps pushing
herself. She's one of the smartest students I've ever had
the pleasure of teaching. She's a natural scientist."
Smiling while holding onto her governor-signed certificate
of achievement, Carlton tells us she is already planning
next year's science fair presentation along with a bigger
presentation when she is in tenth grade and is eligible to
attend the national fair.

Library Closed for the Month of December for
Renovations
Librarian Kristin Lafoon regrets to inform the residents of
Douglas that the library will be closed for the month of
December for renovations. "Any resident who wishes to check
out more than the allowed eight (8) books to hold them over
for the month of December is allowed to do so," Lafoon
informs, "so long as they don't have any outstanding dues."
The planned renovations include a new paint job, new
toilets, and new bookshelves. Interested volunteers should
contact Lafoon on her house phone. The grand re-opening
will be announced at a later date.
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The Mundane, Human Act of Dying
"How many of you would be willing to die in the name of chemistry?" Mrs.
Bristol walked up and down the aisles of the new tenth graders, bitter at the school
board's decision to transfer her to high school. She missed the freshness of the twelve
year-olds: young enough to respect her, but old enough to have new ideas. They came to
her in sixth grade like newborn nebulae waiting to be molded - hopeful and reliant on her
to show them the way. When they got to high school, they lost all of that.
She noticed a girl in the front row raise her hand. Mrs. Bristol paused.
"Yes?" she said.
"I-I would be willing to die, Mrs. Bristol."
Julia Carlton. A girl who, three years earlier, had been the center of Christine
Bristol's hopes and dreams. The ultimate nebula to be molded. If it wasn't for Christine's
fight for her, she would have never skipped seventh grade. But sure enough, Julia let her
down at the science fair the following year where she lost to a sixth grader, proving that
even the most promising nebula sometimes can never adapt. So close to genius, but not
quite there.
Mrs. Bristol shushed the snickering of the other students and looked down at
Julia.
"I highly doubt, Julie, that you will discover something as monumental as
radiation, but I do admire your sacrifice."
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"Marie Curie," she shouted at the class as she wrote the name on the board, "did
just that, and she was someone so genius that the mundane, human act of dying never
even entered her mind."
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The Things Made to Happen
Julia would stand for hours in front of the bathroom mirror, looking at her
reflection, counting the light brown specks in her pupils. If she stared long enough, she
could see them float away from her and fall steadily into the white porcelain sink. They
would gather there - a pile of brown specks. Until something would jerk her awake, and
they would vanish.
She would say her name then, urging it to happen again.
"Julia. Julia. Julia. Ju-li-a."
But all that would be there would be her.
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----------------------------------------------------------Carlton to New York University
Julia Carlton, Douglas High School's valedictorian,
prepares to attend New York University this coming Fall to
pursue a degree in English. Carlton, whose passion used to
lie in Science, now wishes to become an editor or famous
author. Carlton's award-winning poem, "Down Portland Road,"
is published below.

"Down Portland Road"
Lies a Silver Maple speckled with Grayshield.
It is alone, save for miles of Timothy:
That hide, and have always hidden, cigarette
Butts from view. People come here, stark from their lives,
To release shredded letters from their mothers
And hospital bills that can't be paid. It has
Always been this way. Perhaps it is the gray
Covered flora that draws them - To be color
In a patch of history. Or the Stratus
Clouds that seem rooted above with Lacerta
Not far behind, weeping incompetence. Or
Perhaps it is simply the wretchedness that
Comes with running away from existence.
-- Julia Carlton
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The Girl with the Tragic Mother
The day Eric met Julia, she approached him and a group of graphic design majors
at a local coffee shop. She was a freshman. "Sure, why not?" they said when she asked to
join them.
"It's just so tragic when my mom calls, you know?" A girl said before she took a
sip of espresso. Her large-rimmed glasses fogged over, veiling her eyes. "It's like she
lives vicariously through me or something. It's just so sad."
The others at the table nodded. Eric said, "When you can't succeed in your own
life, you have children. Isn't that what they say?"
"Makes sense," the girl replied, "Sounds like my mom."
They all nodded and sipped coffee, unsure where to take the conversation next.
"A Display of Mackerel," Julia said. She seemed surprised she had spoken out
loud; her eyes darted back and forth between the inquisitive glares.
"The Doty poem. It's all about seeing beauty in the death of something else," she
said and stared into her lap. Eric noticed she was tearing up the napkin sitting on her
thigh. She put the pieces in her pocket.
The others at the table nodded as if they understood. Eric nodded bigger than all
the rest.
"That makes total sense," he said, trying to meet Julia's gaze, but she kept staring
down.
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Astor Place, August
"Screw college. It's such bullshit." Julia grabbed Eric's hand. His was smooth
except for a speckling of rough callouses on his drawing finger. She drew her hand away,
aware that it might feel too perfect for him. Too smooth. Too new and inexperienced.
"Oh come on," Eric laughed. Sometimes he forgot how immature Julia could be.
She seemed so much older, but then she said things he remembered saying when he was a
sophomore.
Julia skipped ahead and grabbed onto a tree. Eric pretended for a moment they
lived here on this street. They were millionaires. Julia had just come from the gym, and
he had left work early because of a headache. He would swoop her up and take her inside
their New York mansion and make love to her until she begged him to stop, her hair
matted to her forehead from sweat.
"Easy for you to say," Julia said, "You're done. I still have to go to stupid French
class."
Eric grabbed her waist and kissed her.
"You don't have to do it, you know. I'll make enough money to support us. You
could be my sexy housewife."
He tasted french fries on her breath. T hey had eaten at McDonald's. Why did that
seem so long ago?
Julia pushed away from him but held onto his shirt. "Are you serious?" she said.
Before he could answer, Julia kissed him on the cheek. She shrugged. "Let's do
it."
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----------------------------------------------------------Town Thanksgiving Moved to Saturday
The annual town Thanksgiving meal has moved from Sunday
evening to Saturday at 6 p.m. due to a scheduling issue at
the library. Those in charge are sorry for any
inconvenience.

Farmer's Market Sales Plummet This Season
While sales usually rise over the Thanksgiving season,
local farmer's market sales have fallen this year. Locals
believe this has to do with the new Walmart and Food Lion
that have been opened in the next township over. Town
officials would like to remind the people of Douglas to buy
from local markets.

Turkey Hunting is Illegal on Roads
Deputy Meixel would like to remind local hunters that it is
illegal to hunt turkeys (or any animal) on the roads
surrounding the town of Douglas. "I've found a lot of kids
this year with rifles just walking in the middle of the
road. And that just isn't safe for our citizens," Meixel
reports.

Marriage Announcement: Carlton to Marry Gardner
Julia Carlton, daughter of John and Michelle Carlton,
returns to Douglas to wed Eric Gardner from New York. The
two met at college and hope to get married over the
holidays.
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The Bastard Ordinal
Eric and Julia planned what all the trendy magazines called an "arts and craft"
wedding. They created centerpieces from old photos stained in Lipton tea and studied up
on how to concoct wick-less candles in mason jars. It wasn't because their families didn't
have the money; Julia liked these kinds of projects, and Eric liked making Julia happy.
The day before the wedding, the ordinary met with them to discuss some routine
procedures. In the middle of the meeting, he paused and seemed cautious about what he
was going to say. "I want you two to think about this decision very carefully. I know it's
not my place to say, but I don't think this is the right time for you both. You're so young
and -" Eric cut him off and clinched his fist in Julia's hand. "Who the hell do you think
you are?" he said, "In case you forgot, we're paying you!" The couple marched out of the
ordinal's office and got married, against what Eric claimed were "all odds," in the local
courthouse. "It is the best way to begin a new life," he later told their families and
friends. "Whenever we fight, we'll just have to think about how we have to prove that
bastard wrong!"
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The Year of Teomancy
The year Julia took up tea-leaf reading was the year before Eric understood
things. It was the year before she made homemade peppermint bug spray, sauteed baby
food, and took spinning class on Thursdays. It was the year she couldn't keep a plant
alive for more than a month and Eric hosted a Super Bowl party no one showed up for.
The year of uncertainty.
Julia first brought up the subject the morning of Eric's first day at work. Her
blonde hair reflected the sun shining through the kitchen window. It was hard to look at
her without squinting.
"I want to read the future; I want to understand things," she said to Eric. She
sounded like she did on their fifth date when Eric took her to an art museum and she
couldn't explain how a bright red canvas was worthy of being art.
"Okay. Is there a class or something? A book to buy?" Eric asked and he filled his
travel coffee mug.
"Don't worry. Just let me handle it." Julia sighed and added more dishes to the
overflowing pile next to the sink.
Three days later, an old dusty book appeared on the kitchen table: Teomancy Julia
claimed it came from an antique store in the city. At first, the readings were easy to
handle. Sometimes they resulted in sex: A bird's nest, a cherry, a circle. Sometimes they
resulted in a drive for ice cream: A dish, a cat, a dot. Most of the time, they resulted in
Julia's laughter: An envelope, a flower, an iceberg. Eric was faithful to what he thought
was just a phase: every night he drank the tea, tilted the mug towards her, and waited as
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she flipped through her big, thick book. His reactions mirrored hers: he had sex, he ate
ice cream, he laughed. That was until the evening his leaves revealed a very distinct
outline ofa bed. All the parts were there, down to the headboard, footboard and pillow.
"Guess it's time for me to hit the hay," he joked before Julia had a chance to reach
for her book. He leaned back in his chair as she flipped through the worn pages.
"Inertia," she said.
"Inertia? What the hell does that mean?" Eric was angry but he had no idea why.
"It means not changing. Staying the same." Julia shrugged, closed the book, and
put it on the bookshelf.
Eric tilted his mug towards himself. "It kind oflooks like goal posts. You know like in football?" Julia walked to the sink and started doing dishes. The array ofmugs,
some weeks old, stood in a line-up awaiting their deaths. "Touchdown!" He tried once
more, but got no response.
Eric never saw her pick up the book again, even when he would leave his mugs,
still hot, on the kitchen counter, just a sliver oflight-brown liquid lining the bottom, the
black specks floating into shapes.
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Visualizing it All the Same
Labor was difficult for everyone. That's what the doctors told her anyway, but
Julia knew this was more than what was normal. She hurt to her core in a way that
screaming couldn't justify.
"Repeat the affirmations," Eric told her. He brushed her hair from her forehead,
his hand shaking slightly.
"I accept this labor and this birth. I accept this labor and this birth. I accept," Julia
breathed deep, her abdomen burned and she reached to her side where no one could see,
"this labor and this birth."
She scratched with all her strength, trying to distract herself.
"I accept this labor and this birth." Calm. That's what they told her in the classes.
Stay calm, even when you want to scream. Her skin was raw from the scratching, Julia
knew that. They would find it later on her and no one would ask what happened. A night
nurse perhaps would gasp an "oh my," but the sores would quickly be covered with an
antiseptic and Neosporin.
"It's time to push now," the doctor said. A nurse came around and wiped Julia's
forehead with a cold rag.
"Hear that, sweetie? Your baby's coming." The nurse said. She looked towards
Eric and squeezed his shoulder.
Eric leaned over Julia, his eyes settling on hers. He was so collected. Julia always
figured she would be the calm one during the birth. She expected Eric would be the one
who needed talking and reassurance.
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"Just remember your visualizations, Julie," he said.
As she lay there, aware of her failures, her exposed body seemed all at once to
lurch towards something. The doctor patted her thigh and she wondered if he did so on
purpose - a secret she wasn't supposed to tell.
The visualizations didn't come as she had rehearsed some months earlier. The
scene of a happy baby sucking at her breast, Eric kissing her forehead, and the relief.
How can you visualize relief? She had wondered this in the birthing class, but she had
visualized it all the same. The word in big, red letters: RELIEF.
But the only relief she felt was with the visualization of a gruesome knife,
chopping away at her insides to get it out of her. She didn't care if the knife hit the skull
of the newborn. She didn't care if her womb was damaged forever. Just the act of
destroying it all was enough for her.
"It's a boy!" The doctor proudly held the misshapen mound of flesh and soul
above Julia's exposed, damaged body.
Eric wept and grabbed Julia's hand. He hugged her tight.
She tried to push out tears, but they wouldn't come.
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Crosswalk to be Installed at Main and Third
A cross walk will be installed at Main and Third next
Tuesday in honor of Justin Lafoon who was injured there
last year. The street will be closed from noon to three in
order for the paint to dry. Citizens are encouraged to
attend the ribbon-cutting ceremony and reception at the
library.

Birth Announcement
Eric and Julia Gardner are pleased to announce the
birth of their son, Benjamin, who was born this past
Thursday at 3:24 p.m. He was 8 pounds exactly.
Local Softball Players Off to the Big Leagues
The local softball team, the Douglas Sluggers, are
headed to see a stadium game this weekend. The players
were invited to attend a seminar with the Yankees
before the game. Anyone with pictures are welcome to
send them to the library for the Achievement Bulletin
Board. Go Sluggers!
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They Talked Of Obligatory Things
If you ever needed anything beyond the basics in Douglas Township, you had to
drive to the closest city, which happened to be about a half hour away. One thing that
scared Julia about going into the city was the almost inevitable running into someone she
knew. This happened one day when she needed a humidifier for Benjamin. He was
coughing all night with a cold, and the infant's Tylenol just wasn't cutting it. She pushed
the stroller into the WalMart and tried to look more determined than the rest of the
shoppers.
"Julie?!" A man in a two-buttoned suit waved at her from one aisle over. It took
her a moment, but she recognized him as someone she dated a couple times during her
junior year of high school. She stopped the stroller and waited.
"I haven't see you in years!" He said as he walked over. His cheeriness made her
sick.
They talked about the obligatory things: Jobs (she had none, he was a vice
president at a bank), marriage (she was a newlywed, he was still looking), kids (she had
Benjamin, he had none).
"I just keep remembering you at that damn sushi place," he said.
"I'm afraid I don't remember," Julia was surprised that the statement wasn't a lie.
"Remember? You had never had sashimi before. You didn't even know what it
was." He laughed. "I just remember your face when you realized it was raw fish. God,
that was classic." He patted her on the back before he walked away. "See you around!"
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The Birds of Douglas
The road to Douglas, if you drove it all the way, was a dead end. Meaning, if you
drove past someone on the road to Douglas, they were probably from Douglas or getting
paid to go to Douglas. Either way, you should wave. It just so happened one morning that
three semi-trucks were on this road, and no one had alerted the birds. They flocked in
packs. Together they moved as one apparatus, pushing against or with the wind. They
fluttered as Julia said, "like a heart murmur." She came up with this metaphor when one
of the semi-trucks pushed straight into one of the birds. She reached to the backseat to
cover Benjamin's eyes, and at the same time a circle of birds swooped down to surround
the injured. Together they rose and fell, the wounded bird's wing dangling like a loose
tooth dangles from a single sinew. She stopped the car and uncovered Benjamin's eyes.
"Do you see, Benji? Isn't it beautiful?" In the rear-view mirror she watched him nod his
head up and down with the birds' movements.
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----------------------------------------------------------September 11, 2001: A Time of Sadness
Yesterday, September 11, 2001, the United States was a
victim of a horrible stream of terrorist attacks. The
citizens of Douglas are urged to attend an overnight
vigil tonight, September 12, beginning at 8:00 pm at
the Baptist Church. urt's a tragedy for our country,
and now is the time we must band together as a nation.
First, we must pray," Pastor Mike Bristol states.
Bird Counts Up on Outskirts of Town
The number of Grackles this year has almost doubled
according to Deputy Meixel. He reminds citizens that it
is illegal to hunt birds within town limits, and he
also warns drivers: uThose birds will swoop down right
in front of you. The best thing to do is just drive
through them if this happens. They are all over the
roads this year."
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A Display of Half-Chewed Mackerel
"This used to be alive?" Benjamin asked as he held up a piece of sashimi. The raw
flesh dangled from his chubby preschool fingers and plopped back onto his plate.
"All meat used to be alive, Benji." Julia looked around the restaurant for
someone, anyone, she knew. She wanted to be seen.
She watched him as he used his fingers to pick up the slippery, gray slices of
Mackerel. Mackerel. Why did that sound so familiar?
Benjamin tried to chew the fish, but failed. Disgusted, he spit it back onto his
plate. Julia looked at the half-mauled mound and said, "You can't do that to something
that was once living."
"What?" Benjamin asked, "What?"
Julia shook her head and prompted Benjamin to eat the sashimi. "Nothing. Just
trust me, okay?"
"No." Benjamin crossed his arms across his chest. It always surprised Julia when
he acted like a normal three year old all of a sudden. He was always so intuitive and
mature until he did something like this and she had to fake being a mom. It felt so
unnatural.
"Just eat one bite and we can go get ice cream. I promise. Here, we'll do it
together." Julia picked up a piece of Mackerel. Benjamin mirrored her.
"One," she said. She looked at the uncooked fish, flopping between her fingers.
This used to breathe underwater, she thought.
"Two," Benjamin said. He opened his mouth wide.
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"Three!"
They popped the fish into their mouths and held it there, chewing only twice.
"Shit!" Julia spit the Mackerel into her napkin and chugged the Dr. Pepper she
ordered. She didn't want Benjamin to see her give up, but he was only three. Maybe he
wouldn't remember.
"Shit!" Benjamin spit the Mackerel into his napkin, but missed. It fell into his lap.
He reached for his lemonade and drank so fast he started coughing.
"No! Don't say that, Benji! That was bad of Mommy to say." Julia rushed to
remove the half-chewed Mackerel from his lap with a napkin. She balled all of the
napkins together and put them on the side of the table.
She looked at Benjamin and imagined what others might see. A mother taking
care of her son on a fun afternoon outing. So normal. She had an urge to be seen as a
normal mother with a normal son. What did normal mothers talk about with their normal
sons?
"Maybe if we had eaten that, we would have been able to breath underwater," she
said, "like the fish." Imagination. Normal mothers had imagination like their sons. Or
they at least pretended like they did.
"No, Mommy." Benjamin looked at her, no longer the three year old he had been
just moments before. Something had shifted again, but Julia wasn't able to put her finger
on what it was.
"You're right, Benji. That's impossible."
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She motioned to the waiter for their check and wrapped the ball of wet napkins
with a dryer one. Maybe they will just think we had a spill we had to clean up, she
thought. But she knew they would all know her secret.
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The Only Way to Describe It
Once he turned five, Benjamin claimed he could remember everything. He would
cry about it at times that were unpredictable: The class field trip to the pumpkin patch, in
the grocery store buying milk, visiting his father at work during the summer months. Julia
thought it looked like he was being tortured. His eyes would get wide and empty, then
suddenly they would fill with something. That was the only way Julia could describe it.
She would rattle off streams of phone numbers and state names and European rivers. He
was right, he could remember everything, but it wasn't the facts that disturbed her, it was
the feelings. Benjamin remembered every feeling. Feelings, Julia was sure, no one even
had names for. It was as if he could sense a billion more feelings that existed between the
basics. That was the only way she could describe it.
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Make Your Own Caramel
Like most young boys, Benjamin was curious, but his curiosity was more like a
starvation, and if it wasn't fed, shame somehow overtook you. This is how Eric ended up
making caramel with Benjamin. They poured sugar in a pot of boiling water and watched
it change from milky white to earthy brown. The bubbles looked like boils. "To be quite
honest, buddy, I have no idea how this turns to candy," Eric told Benjamin as they
overlooked the pot, waiting for something to happen. Suddenly, the liquid began to rise.
Benjamin bubbled with laughter at first, until the brown sludge was only centimeters
away from the rim. Eric pushed Benjamin aside and lifted the pot to move it to an
unheated burner. As he pulled away, the confection burst onto his hand, creating burns
only 350 degree liquid can. Eric clutched his hand and fell to the laminate floor.

He doesn't remember the five minutes that he spent blaming his son. "What the
hell did you do to me?!" He screamed over and over again.
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----------------------------------------------------------Thanksgiving Play Still On!
Despite flooding in the school auditorium, the
elementary school still plans on performing the
Thanksgiving play next Saturday. The damage should be
repaired by this time next week, the principal reports.
The play is put on every year by the first and second
grade classes. Tickets are $3 and all proceeds go
towards the PTO. The show starts at 6 PM.
Quick Reminder
Any residents residing on Main Street should have their
Christmas light decoration plans approved by the
Neighborhood Association at their next meeting this
Friday at the library. Meeting begins at 6 pm.
Local Enforcements Remind Us of Hunting Laws
Local law enforcement would like to remind the hunters of
Douglas that it is illegal to hunt birds within the town
limits of Douglas Township. Bird hunters are urged to move
their hunting elsewhere. Deputy Meixel comments: urf anyone
wants to see the law in writing, come see me. Otherwise,
stop the bird hunting or we will have to take matters into
our own hands." The bird hunting law has been in effect
since the town's founder, Louis Douglas, wrote the laws.
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Imagining Life Without a Past
"We've been practicing for the last month or so. Haven't we, Ben?" Julia said as
she reached towards the car's CD player.
Benjamin kicked the back of Eric's seat. A lively guitar solo came from the
speakers and a woman's voiceover took over: "Apprendre le .franr;ais!"
"You're learning French?" Eric asked, but Julia shushed him.
"Aujourd'hui, nous apprenons passe."
Julia held the track button down to reverse the CD and mumbled to herself. The
woman spoke again, "Aujourd'hui, nous apprenons passe."
"What is she saying?" Julia tapped the steering wheel and stopped the car at a red
light. Benjamin kicked Eric's seat harder.
"Ben! Could you cut it out, please?" Eric turned in his seat to face his son.
"You're seven years old for christ's sake. Sit up in your seat."
"Le passe est pour parler du passe. Imaginez la vie sans le passe."
"What the hell?" Julia said and held the track button down.
"Le passe est pour parler du passe. Imaginez la vie sans le passe."
"Julia! Seriously! Do we have to listen to this now?" Eric rubbed his forehead and
looked out the window. "The light is green! Go! What is 'green' in French?"
"Vendre!" Benjamin said, "The light est vendre, Mommy!"
Julia pushed on the gas. "What the heck is your problem?" she asked Eric.
"I don't know, Julie. Something about French tapes make my head hurt."
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"Well, I just want to figure out what she's saying. We don't have to listen to the
whole lesson." Julia reached towards the CD player again.
"Ben, for the love of God, please tell us what the tape says," Eric said.
Benjamin kicked the back of Eric's seat. "It says that we're going to learn past
tense next."
Eric turned around and looked at his son then his wife. He laughed. "Holy crap! Is
that right?"
Julia rolled her eyes. "Well, yeah, that's right, but I got that part. That part was
easy. I don't know what it says after that."
Eric turned around again to face Benjamin. "Ben, what's it say after that? Do you
know?"
"It says that the past tense is for talking about things in the past. Then it says,
'Imagine life without a past! "' Benjamin's voice rose to mimic the woman's voiceover.
Eric laughed and looked at Julia. Julia gripped the steering wheel harder. "Well, I
couldn't concentrate with you being an idiot over there."
"That's just awesome though, Julie! He knew what she said!"
Julia huffed and took the French CD out of the player. "Yeah, that's awesome, but
unfortunately Daddy doesn't like French CDs. We'll listen to the radio." She turned on a
news station and focused on the road.
"No, we can listen to it. Really, I don't mind."
"You made it pretty clear that you don't like our French CD, Eric, so we are
done."
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Benjamin kicked his foot into Eric's seat and pressed it hard into Eric's back.
"Ow!" Eric turned to Benjamin. "Seriously, Ben, this is the last time. Stop that!"
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Peaches
In middle school, Benjamin went through a phase where he said Douglas
Township had no shades of gray. Julia never quite understood what he meant until the
morning a bag of peaches from the local fruit stand slipped from her fingers as she tried
to close the car door and save her purse from falling to the ground at the same time. The
peaches rolled down the inclined driveway, catching on the twigs and pinecones and
leaving their insides scattered on the gravel. They all collected around the Gardner
mailbox like a hand full of golf balls crowded around a impenetrable putting hole. Julia
remembered thinking, "The birds will enjoy that." And she walked unfazed to the front
door. The next morning, the newspaper headline read, "Gardner House Peached!" and the
answering machine was full of condolences: "I just don't understand it, Julie. Eggs are
much cheaper, aren't they?"
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----------------------------------------------------------Museum to Open Next Month
A museum honoring the life of Louis Douglas, our town's
founder, is scheduled to open next month. The museum
committee has done a lot of research on Mr. Douglas, and
they are excited to share it with the town locals and
tourists. The museum will feature middle schooler Benjamin
Gardner's creative writing piece "The Line of Then and
Now." Students were asked to participate in a contest
imagining our town founder's first discovery of Douglas.
Gardner's piece will be displayed on a plaque in the
museum.
"The Line of Then and Now"
by Benjamin Gardner
Douglas Township, New Jersey was founded on a
Wednesday, but now, its weeks begin on Sunday. It was the
Winter of 1848. The ground was softer than it is now, not
hardened by the stomping of child feet and the hustling of
mail carriers who carted letters from Second to Eighth
Street. The streets called "streets" but were really paths
carved out of dirt.
Louis Douglas stumbled here in search of some place
not where he was from. A couple thousand dollars in his
pocket and a weakness for birds, he liked to say he heard
Douglas from miles away. The fluttering of two hundred
Grackles, their calls distinct and welcoming: He followed.
The orb of oily black birds fluttered overhead. His walking
stick suddenly dry in his hands, tired of absorbing
desperate sweat, drew the line that marked the beginning.
The line of then and now.
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When Things Started Getting Difficult
Ten was a difficult age - for all children - Eric was sure, but he was certain that his
son's tenth year was among the most difficult. It started the day, even the hour, he was
conceived ten years ago. The Gardners hosted a dinner party to celebrate Benjamin's
birthday and the announcement that he was valedictorian of the eighth grade. Julia invited
Mitzy Lafoon, Catherine Meixel, and Ben's friend Kirk Hollow, who came with his
father. Somehow the topic of conversation turned to tennis. Kirk's father said, "I've come
to terms with it! I'll never make it on the Olympic tennis team!" The banter was loud as
the guests poked fun at Kirk's father and his inadequate tennis game. Once Benjamin
piped in, however, things changed. "What do you mean you couldn't be good enough?"
Benjamin asked. Kirk's father, confused, responded, "I could never have the ability to
make the Olympic team, Ben. It's simply impossible." The party all chuckled, sure
Benjamin had some sort of brain lapse that forced him to stupidity for a moment. Ben
didn't seem to notice. "I'm sure if you quit your job and played tennis all day, you'd have
a shot at making the Olympic team." Benjamin looked at Kirk's father, who retorted, "I
can't do that. I have a family to support. A kid to send to college one day." Kirk's father
looked at Eric for help, but Eric had nothing. "Divorce your wife. Disown your kid.
Don't say you can't do something when you can," Benjamin said, and he left the party for
his room. Eric remained silent as Julia apologized to their guests. "We are so sorry," she
said over and over again until her voice became like white noise and canceled out
everyone's thoughts. Eric was bothered by the word "we." He wasn't sorry at all. In fact,
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he found himself wanting to agree with Benjamin. Instead he remained silent, his
temporary slide into angst drowned out by Julia's incessant apologies.
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Everything
It was his sophomore year of high school when Julia realized she had gone about
parenting Benjamin all wrong. She was convinced it was something about tenth grade
that always changed people. The school called with the news that Benjamin was the
youngest member of the county to be inducted into the National Honor Society. In
addition, he received a personal letter from the President of the United States lauding him
for his win in the National Science Fair. "I don't know what you're doing, but keep it
up!" The principal joked. At the induction ceremony, other mothers came up to her and
asked what it was she did that was so remarkable. How did she make him so smart? "All
I've ever tried to do is give him everything," Julia replied. The other mothers nodded,
obviously frustrated by the unhelpful advice. "But thinking back," she added, "you'd be
much better off giving them nothing."
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You Know Me
The envelope was thick. A red and white emblem sat in the left-hand comer with
importance: Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"What is this, Ben?" Julia held the envelope up the light.
Benjamin grabbed it from her and opened it. "That's mine."
"But I don't understand." Julia's hands shook as she wiped the sweat from her
palms on her slacks.
"The professors at the research camp last summer said I had the ability to go to
college now ifl wanted to." Benjamin flipped through the papers. "So, I took the SATs got a perfect score -"
"A perfect score? Wouldn't we know about this? Wouldn't we have gotten
something in the mail?" Julia tried to reach for the papers in Benjamin's hands, but he
pulled them away.
"I got in. Full ride. MIT. At sixteen years old. God, people must be really dumb if
I can beat them at fourteen." Benjamin tossed the pile of papers on the kitchen counter
and looked at his mother.
"Yeah, yeah. I signed your name. I went behind your back, but you know I need
to do this. You know me," Benjamin said. Julia had never seen him so ... happy. Maybe it
wasn't happiness. He seemed relieved... and she realized that she was too.
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----------------------------------------------------------Decoration Malfunction on Main Street
Just three days before Christmas this year, half the lights
on Main Street were compromised. Police continue to
investigate the stolen decorations and encourage anyone
with information to contact them. "It's a shame. Almost a
century we've been putting up lights in this town and
nothing like this has ever happened," Deputy Meixel stated.

Local Christmas Angel Tree a Success
The Christmas Angel Tree, a tradition started by the
Baptist Church ten years ago, was a success this year. Over
fifty families participated in buying presents for the
"angels." Head volunteer, Mitzy Lafoon, reports that twenty
low-income families were assisted this year and she hopes
for even more participation next year. If you would like to
volunteer, please contact Mitzy.

Highschooler Accepted Early Decision into MIT
Benjamin Gardner was accepted into Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, one of the leading math and science
institutions in the country. Benjamin skipped two grade
levels, one in elementary and one in middle school, because
of his outstanding test scores. At fourteen, Benjamin got
perfect scores on the SAT and was invited to apply to MIT
following a research camp in chemistry the preceding
summer. He is the son of Julia and Eric Gardner and the
grandson of the late John and Michelle Carlton.
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Now
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The Mistake that Tea Sometimes Makes
Julia knew she probably shouldn't have invited Mitzy Lafoon and Catherine
Meixel over for tea that Wednesday afternoon. She knew it as soon as Catherine cleared
her throat to pave the way for uncomfortable conversation. She reached over Julia's arm
for the cream and said, "I read this article about parenting in a magazine last week."
Mitzy sighed, but she didn't say anything. Catherine continued, "Did you know it is a
proven fact that having children actually lowers a woman's chance at happiness?"
Catherine looked at Mitzy and Julia as if for approval. Mitzy stirred her tea and nodded.
Julia stared blankly at the tablecloth as Catherine continued to talk. "I admit I thought it
absurd at first, but it started to make sense." Julia twitched in her seat and folded her
napkin into bits and pieces. She noticed three new wrinkles between her thumb and her
pointer finger. Meahwhile, Catherine poured more and more cream into her cup.
"Mothers instill their own happiness in their children; therefore, they never reach
happiness themselves. It explains a lot." Julia rose from the table and made some remark
about needing more cream. Catherine didn't seem to notice. "The article talked about
closure. It was just like when relationships break up. You have to break-up with your
children." Mitzy continued stirring and nodding, silent the entire time. Julia couldn't help
but listen from the kitchen. Catherine added sugar to her tea. The cup was almost
overflowing. "It seems so ridiculous... but it makes sense."
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Like Father, Like Son
Eric always had suspicions his family was different than him and, for awhile, it
was almost exhilarating. Eric was a simple man, but around them, he felt complicated not boring. A year after Benjamin left, the gossipers of Douglas started whispering things.
Eric heard Catherine Meixel say at the gas station, "Like father, like son." Eric had no
idea what that could mean. In fact, he prided himself in being the exact opposite of his
son and, suddenly, he became terrified of the idea that he wasn't. That's when he
convinced himself that all things in life had a beginning, middle, and end, and he knew
that this was the end. He thought about it for a month, and concocted a speech to tell his
wife. He told Julia, '"Divorce your wife. Disown your kid. Don't say you can't do
something when you can."' Julia recoiled at the memory. He kept going, "Do you realize
that's all that's been playing in my head for seven years, Julie?" Julia nodded as if she
knew this would happen. That was what Eric hated most about her: Her inability to admit
what she didn't know.
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What She Didn't Know
Eric drove the eight hours. It was a Tuesday. It rained in spurts. Five minutes of a
down pour, then nothing. Repeat. If Julia were there, she would have made it mean
something - but she wasn't, and it didn't.
304 Saint Germaine Street. Eric had the address for the last letter he received
from his son two years ago after he had graduated from MIT and began a job with the
university chemistry department. Julia never knew of the letters. The first letter he
received, Eric folded and put in his wallet behind his debit card. He didn't know why he
did, but after that, he couldn't stop hiding them. But then the letters stopped coming
altogether.
Eric knocked and waited. The bush next to the front door was brown. Dandelions
filled the yard from neglect. He heard rustling in the house and he straightened his
posture.
The door opened. Benjamin. The same curly, brown hair. The same dark eyes that
were hard to read.
"Dad?"
Eric reached his hand out. It just seemed right. Benjamin stared at it and cleared
his throat. Eric pulled away.
"Benjamin. How are you?"
Benjamin leaned against the doorframe and scratched his right ankle with his left
foot - just like he did when he was younger.
"I'm fine. What are you doing here? Is Mom dead?"
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Eric cringed at the question - not sure if he wished the answer to his son's last
question to be an affirmative.
"No, no. She's fine. The same."
"You're leaving her aren't you?" Benjamin's stance didn't change.
Eric reached to the dead bush, snapped a branch, and picked each brown leaf off.
They fell to his feet - a pile of brown specks.
"Good for you. I mean, this is good. It's what you need. It's what I needed."
Benjamin said.
Eric looked at his son. A man just like himself.
"I don't know what it is," he said.
"It's her. She's impossible. So dependent on things not there."
Benjamin was so precise and zoomed in. Eric was must simpler. A landscape
compared to Benjamin's macro lens.
"She needs things I can't give her. Just like you. I could never give you what you
needed."
Benjamin sighed and stood up straight, looking into Eric's eyes.
"I was born with everything I needed. You gave me food and water and a place to
incubate me until I was old enough to go do what I needed to do. This is my life, Dad. It
has nothing to do with you or Mom or anyone."
Eric kicked the leaves to the grass and threw the bare branch into the dead bush.
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Benjamin continued, "Mom? She's never going to have what she needs. She's just
not capable. She sucks the life out of everyone around her because she will always be
searching for something that isn't there."
"And what about me? What do you think I need?"
Without hesitating, Benjamin said, "I think you'll be just fine."
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Gardner to Win Nobel Prize
Benjamin Gardner, son of Julia Gardner, will be awarded a
nobel prize for his studies in Astrochemistry. Gardner's
research in the field resulted in the understanding of
recent discoveries of extraterrestrial life (popularly
called 11 Space Spiders"). Gardner attended Douglas's local
school system. His old classmate, Kirk Hollow, states, "Ben
was a different guy, but he was very smart. He always used
to tell me he would change the world. Guess he was right."

Sushi Restaurant Opening
Douglas's newest restaurant, "Just Sushi", opens next week.
Owner Jackson Lafoon comments on his decision to open the
restaurant in Douglas: "I'm from this town, and I love it.
That's why I came back here, but while I was in college I
experienced so many new things it made me want to share
some of it with others." Lafoon graduated last May with a
business degree.

Library Fundraiser a Success
Despite cut fundings for libraries, our own will not close
this year as Librarian Kristin Lafoon was afraid of. She
extends her thanks to the residents who participated in the
spaghetti dinner fundraiser as well as those who donated.
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"Good Afternoon. Ben Gardner's Office. How May I Help You?"
"Hello, this is Julia Gardner, Benjamin's mother. I -"
"Ms. Gardner, Ben's not in today or the rest of the week. He's on business in
London. May I take a message?"
Julia walked to the mantel and stared at the photos of Benjamin. Three years in a
row the school had the children hug a tree for their portrait. Benjamin found it funny the
first two years, then suddenly he thought it was redundant and childish. He was so angry
at Julia for buying the print- but he got over it. He always got over it. "No, no, that's
okay. I just wanted to be sure he was alive."
The secretary paused for a moment. "Excuse me?"
"I just wanted to make sure my son wasn't dead." Julia sounded annoyed.
Secretaries never had any brains.
"Ben isn't dead, Ms. Gardner. He's alive."
"What is your name, young lady?" Julia tried to sound threatening.
"Rebecca."
"I really don't appreciate the way you've been treating me, Rebecca." Julia hung
up.
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C'est I'An de Tristesse
If someone were to drive to Highland Oaks Nursing Home and ask Julia Gardner
what was the year she became sad, she would respond with something like, "The year I
realized I couldn't learn to speak French. I can only speak in the present tense, you
know."

